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We studied the mechanical strength of the adhesion of living cells to model membranes. The latter
contained a RGD lipopeptide which is a high affinity binding site for a cell adhesion molecule (integrin
aVb3). Cells adhered specifically to the vesicles. We used micropipette aspiration for breaking this ad-
hesion with well defined forces. Systematic variation of the rate of force application revealed pronounced
kinetic effects. The dependence of the detachment forces on the loading rate was well described by a
power law (exponent 0.4), in agreement with recent theoretical work.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.89.028101 PACS numbers: 87.16.Dg, 87.15.By, 87.15.KgCell-matrix adhesion plays an important role in many
physiologically important processes such as tumor devel-
opment and growth or wound healing [1]. Each cell bears a
multitude of different cell adhesion molecules (CAMs) on
its surface. A cell adheres to a given matrix only if some
of its CAMs recognize a complementary part on the ma-
trix. The chemical bonds between complementary CAMs
exhibit comparatively low bond energies (0.5 eV), yet
astonishing specificity, i.e., the ability to distinguish be-
tween very closely related molecules such as blood group
antigens. Therefore these bonds are aptly called “specific
bonds.” To achieve stable cell attachments nature compen-
sates the low energies of these single bonds by using many
of them in parallel. The mechanical strength of local cell
adhesion is a key issue for many physiological processes as
witnessed by the example of cell locomotion where bonds
must be formed and broken in a tightly controlled process.
In recent studies on single specific bonds it was shown
that the dissociation rate of such bonds is dramatically in-
creased upon force application [2]. However, the impli-
cations of this finding for typical physiological situations
where many molecular bonds share the overall mechanical
load remains to be explored. In such a situation one single
broken bond may be reestablished because the other bonds
still hold the cells in place [3]. This implies that bond dis-
sociation and failure of adhesion are no longer synony-
mous as is the case in experiments on single bonds. Thus
we expect entirely new phenomena.
Experiments on enforced separation of adherent cells are
very difficult to interpret because usually more than one
type of CAMs participates, the cell surface is highly cor-
rugated, and the mechanical properties of cells vary dras-
tically as function of time and location within the cell [4].
These complications make it close to impossible to de-
termine the distribution of force between different bonds
and the time course of force application. In this Letter we
introduce a novel approach that allows quantitative mea-0031-90070289(2)028101(4)$20.00surements of the mechanical strength of specific cellular
adhesion mediated through multiple bonds, a situation
most relevant for most physiological processes. The key
step in this approach is replacing the matrix by a well de-
fined functionalized model membrane, in our case a giant
unilamellar vesicle (GUV). The latter was converted into
a bioadhesion target by incorporation of a specially syn-
thesized lipopeptide [5]. The peptide part of this mole-
cule closely mimics a cell adhesion motif from vitronectin,
a major structural protein of the extracellular matrix [6].
This peptide is recognized by a member of the integrin
receptor family, aVb3. This cell adhesion molecule is
a receptor for vitronectin and is present at a density of
100 molecules per mm2 on the surface of cultivated hu-
man endothelium cells [7]. Other CAMs exhibit very poor
binding to this specific peptide. This design of the experi-
ment ensures that just one type of specific bonds is probed.
Moreover, model membranes are homogeneous and their
mechanical properties are very well known [8]. Therefore
we could analyze the mechanical load on the adhesion zone
via the deflection of the model membrane. Hence, the
model membrane served two purposes at the same time:
it presented cell adhesion molecules and acted as a soft
spring for force measurements.
In our experiments we used endothelium cells from
human umbilical cord. Cells were grown in endothelium
cell medium containing 10% fetal calf serum on collagen
beads. Unilamellar giant vesicles containing the lipopep-
tide [9] were injected into the measurement chamber on
the stage of a light microscope. Collagen beads bearing
cells were added. Experiments were performed in phos-
phate buffered saline at a temperature of 37 ±C to ensure
physiological conditions for the cells [10]. In the actual
experiments a collagen bead on which a single endothelial
cell was adhered was picked up by a micropipette [11].
With the opposing pipette a vesicle was collected and
gently brought into contact with an endothelium cell. All© 2002 The American Physical Society 028101-1
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evaluated by digital image processing.
Following the contact of cell and model membrane the
contact zone grew within several minutes. This growth did
not affect the vesicle shape. In the further course of the
experiments cell and vesicle were mechanically separated
by gently retracting the pipette holding the vesicle using a
piezoelectric translation stage; cf. Fig. 1. This procedure
resulted in substantial deformations of the vesicle indicat-
ing mechanically strong adhesion [13]. Failure of the in-
termembrane adhesion occurred suddenly, i.e., within one
video frame (40 msec). At the membrane tensions used
here ($90 mNm) the overall shape of the vesicle is en-
tirely dominated by surface tension [14]. Therefore we can
calculate the mechanical force at failure and the rate of
force application by numerical methods developed earlier
[12]. As sketched in Fig. 2, a tensile force acts only at the
perimeter of the adhesion zone, in a ring of finite width
[15]. In the vast majority of experiments the cell shape
remained unchanged during enforced membrane separa-
tion. Moreover, the adhesion zones appeared always ho-
mogeneous. Therefore we calculated the forces assuming
the cell to be homogeneous, flat, and not deformable. The
rate of force application was systematically varied from
FIG. 1. A typical experiment. Top: A functionalized vesicle
(V) in contact with an endothelium cell (EC) grown on a col-
lagen bead (CB). The vesicle membrane was tensed by pipette
suction (200 Pa). Middle: The adhesion zone was loaded with
a mechanical force of 4 6 1 nN. Because of this force the in-
termembrane adhesion broke instantaneously. Bottom: Immedi-
ately after the failure of adhesion. The rate of force application
was 600 6 150 pNsec, which was determined from the retrac-
tion speed of the pipette (0.5 mmsec) and the stiffness of the
vesicle [12]. Scale bar, 10 mm.028101-220 pNsec to 4 nNsec by changing the suction pressure
and the retraction speed of the micropipette. The results of
these experiments are displayed in Fig. 3. Obviously, the
forces necessary to separate cell and vesicle are strongly
correlated with the rate of force application. This was most
convincingly demonstrated in experiments where we var-
ied the suction pressure of the pipette from low to high and
back during repeated adhesion tests employing the same
cell and vesicle pair. The resulting yield forces followed
exactly the changing loading rate. These data points can-
not be distinguished from data collected on different cells
at different rates. Thus our data clearly show that the
enforced separation of a continuum of specific bonds is
dominated by kinetic effects.
In our experiments very many molecules connect
vesicle and cell simultaneously [17]. Thus the load on the
individual bonds is rather low. The same holds for the
adhesion between cells [1]. In such a situation binding and
rebinding kinetics of the bonds is of great importance for
the overall stability of the intercell adhesion [3]. As the
lipopeptide is present in large excess over the integrin, the
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FIG. 2. Geometry of the adhesion test (top). Adhesion occurs
within a circular region of radius Ra . The vesicle is held by
micropipette aspiration; therefore its inner pressure, Pi , exceeds
both the pressure within the pipette, Pp , and the pressure in
the chamber, Po . Thus the vesicle membrane is gently pressed
against the cell (top left) in the interior of the adhesion zone.
Tensile stress of the bonds arises solely at the rim of the adhe-
sion zone where the membrane bends (inset). Because of the
bending stiffness of the membrane, k, bending occurs continu-
ously within a bending zone of width 
p
kt, where t denotes
membrane tension. In the lower part of the figure the stress,
T (force/area), acting on the bonds is sketched. In the interior
of the adhesion zone a compressive pressure Pi 2 Po acts; the
peak of the tensile stress at the rim of the contact zone exhibits
a width of 
p
kt and an area of t sinQ where Q is the macro-
scopic angle of membrane bending.028101-2
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FIG. 3. The forces necessary to break the adhesion between
cell and functionalized vesicle as a function of the rate of force
application. Error bars are presented for 10% of all data points
which were randomly chosen [16].
number of bonds, N , is governed by a pseudo first order
kinetics.
dN
dt
 2koff fN 1 Ntot 2 Nkon . (1)
Here, koff is the force dependent dissociation rate of a
single bond, f is the force acting on it, Ntot is the over-
all number of receptors in the adhesion zone, and kon is
the pseudo first order association constant. In experiments
on single bonds it was shown that koff usually follows an
exponential dependence [2] kofff  k0 exp fakBT , where
a denotes the distance between bound state and transition
state; i.e., it is a length on the order of 0.1 nm [2,18].
Assuming this specific behavior of the force dependent
dissociation rate and a geometry where many bonds ex-
periencing equal forces are elastically connected to a rigid
body, Seifert recently analyzed Eq. (1) [19] and found ef-
fective power laws for the dependence of the yield force
per bond on the loading rate. Exponents ranged from 0.3
to 0.5 [20].
In our experiments tensile stress is limited to the bonds
at the rim of the contact zone. Therefore we calculated the
force density (tensile force per unit length) at the rim of
the contact zone to remove the influence of different sized
contact zones and to compare our data with the theoretical
predictions of Seifert. As can be seen in Fig. 4 the data
can be well described by a power law (exponent 0.36 6
0.1, x2 1.8; coinciding results were obtained using robust
fitting algorithms).
In conclusion, we studied the adhesion between living
cells and biofunctionalized model membranes. Cell adhe-
sion was mediated by multiple bonds, which is the physi-
ologically most relevant scenario. Employing the vesicle028101-3100
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FIG. 4. The same data as Fig. 3 scaled by the circumference
of the contact zone. The continuous line indicates the result of
a fit to a general power law (exponent 0.36 6 0.1).
as soft spring we were able to determine the dynamic yield
forces with high accuracy. We find in our experiments that
the mechanical adhesion strength depends very strongly on
the duration of force application. Qualitatively, we find the
same effect for multiple bonds that was found for single
bonds, that is, lower yield forces for slower force appli-
cation [2]. Quantitatively, the yield strength of multiple
bonds depends on the force application rate according to
a power law which is in good agreement with recent theo-
retical predictions [19]. In contrast, for single specific
bonds a logarithmic dependence was reported. Thus, col-
lective effects modify the scenario quantitatively but not
qualitatively.
The results discussed above highlight the power of our
approach which on one hand simplifies the very complex
system, i.e., cell-matrix interaction, until quantitative con-
clusions can be drawn from the experiments. On the other
hand, it conserves the salient features of the system, which
are specific binding and multiple bonds to soft surfaces.
The application of our approach to other types of cell ad-
hesion bonds is evident.
Our observations are of profound importance for the
physical understanding of many physiological processes
such as tissue differentiation during embryonic develop-
ment where adherent cell sheets are separated by a weak
but steady osmotic pressure caused by the segregation of a
biopolymer [21]. Any attempt to separate these cell sheets
rapidly would result in high detachment forces with disas-
trous consequences for the cells. Yet, with such a steady
pressure failure of adhesion occurs at negligible forces and
is therefore well tolerated by the cells.
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